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trait: They grow household penetration (defined as the
percentage of households in a market buying a particular
brand in a given year) faster, on average, than their competitors, whereas the group of non-winners saw declines
in penetration (see Figure 1).

With activists’ investments in consumer goods companies
up nearly fourfold in the past decade, brands face an
ultimatum: Prove your right to invest in growth or pursue
major cost-reduction programs. But as many are discovering, opting for growth has never been as hard as
it is today. Global sales for consumer goods companies
grew 7% annually during the past decade, but the rate
dropped to 1.5% over the last two years. The harsh reality
is that even for the top consumer goods companies, few
brands consistently succeed.

Across categories and countries, increasing penetration
is the primary way to build big brands. This is a key
insight from the research of the Ehrenberg-Bass Institute
for Marketing Science, summarized by Professor Byron
Sharp, director of the Institute, in his book How Brands
Grow, based on decades of observations of buying behavior. Our analysis proves that the connection between
increased household penetration and category share
gains holds just as true in the US as in other markets
we have observed. Despite common beliefs, brands
won’t sustainably gain share by getting heavy users to
buy more of their products. Instead, brands need to sell
a bit more to many more people (see Figure 2).

While growth may be difficult, a recent Bain analysis of
549 top brands in the US shows that one in five brands
consistently gained share in their category each and every
year between 2010 and 2014. We call them “brand winners,” and they exist in all categories. They can be big or
small companies and sell premium or value products. So
what sets these brand winners apart? Our analysis of the
shopping behavior of 100,000 US households, based on
IRI household panel data,1 provides valuable insights into
how these brands beat the odds in the race for sustainable
growth. We found that they all share one fundamental

Figure 1:

Our work with clients on growth strategies has shown that
the best companies spur penetration increases and out-

Brand winners grow household penetration faster than other brands do

Average change in US household penetration for all relevant brands in top 100 categories (2011–14)
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Figure 2:

Leading brands outperform by having higher penetration

Indexed key performance indicators of the leading brand vs. average of the top 20 brands (US, 2014)
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perform their competitors by thoughtfully investing in
three key areas: assortment effectiveness, brand memorability and shopper visibility. Our latest research on brand
winners has reinforced this observation. Even more
striking is the finding that winners stand out from the rest
of the pack not necessarily by outspending their competitors in these areas, but by spending more effectively.
Here are three important lessons from the brand winners
on how to improve penetration and outpace competitors
without outspending them.

users to their brand. For example, brand winners often
focus on innovations that are less sexy, such as new
pack sizes to serve different channels, occasions and
price points. They rely on deep insights about consumer
repertoires to guide these innovations, launching products that tap opportunity in more baskets rather than
cannibalize existing sales. Not only does this lead to
higher innovation success rates, it also frees up resources
to continue investing behind core brands. (For more
about this, see the Bain Brief “Innovation in consumer
goods: Heroes to the rescue.”)

Innovate less but more effectively to improve penetration.
Our research shows that brand winners use innovation
to help fuel growth, but they do so selectively. They introduce 40% fewer products than their rivals, but their
innovations are 25% more likely to achieve growth every
year following the product launch. Rather than measuring success based on high innovation rates, these
companies invest to understand what can truly bring new

Look at the experiences of two competing brands in
the liquid body wash category. In a four-year period when
category sales rose 4%, Dove increased sales by 11%
while Olay lost share and saw just 3% sales growth. During
this time, Dove launched roughly half as many new
products as Olay did, but its innovation success rate was
about three times more. Dove’s more focused approach
allowed it to grow penetration and expand its base by
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prominent visibility on shelves and at other key consideration points in the store, increase their chances of landing
in consumers’ baskets. The trouble is brands have many
more SKUs than they have slots on the shelf, so hero
SKUs—those proven winners contributing the bulk of
sales and profits—frequently lack the distribution and
shelf space they deserve. Penetration-building SKUs are
crowded out by less productive, cannibalistic SKUs.

fully supporting new products and existing offerings
alike. Over the years, successful innovations like Dove’s
men’s line expanded penetration and, with regular support, have now become part of the brand’s core portfolio.
Spend better, not necessarily more, to build brand
memorability. Consumers are bombarded with thousands of commercial messages each day, yet most of
them buy a particular brand only once or twice a year.
Spending at scale on above-the-line advertising to achieve
threshold share of voice is table stakes (spend too little
and it isn’t worth spending at all). However, spending
effectively ensures the brand will be in shoppers’ consideration set at important buying and consumption
moments. Frequency of messaging is key. Consistency
is crucial. Rather than trying to stay fresh by routinely
switching messaging and running campaigns in waves,
winners build brand memorability by steadily and repeatedly reinforcing a brand’s audio and visual cues and
nurturing brand memes around consumer-relevant needs
and occasions.

Winning brands stress the importance of perfect sales
execution. They start by creating a picture of success: a
vision of which brands and SKUs to place in each store,
where to place them, how many facings, the type of
layout and what promotions to activate in a way that
will best convince shoppers to buy. They measure execution of that vision and clearly link results to incentive
plans. Based on our experience, companies that rediscover the potential inside each store can watch sales
grow by an additional 5% to 15% each year, depending
on category and market dynamics.

Why is this so difficult?
Consider two cereal brands: Cinnamon Toast Crunch
and Honey Bunches of Oats. Both spent above threshold scale and at similar levels in above-the-line advertising
over the last four years. However, Cinnamon Toast Crunch
grew sales by 5.7% annually, while Honey Bunches of
Oats saw sales shrink by 3.0%. Why the big difference?
Among other factors, the different approaches to abovethe-line advertising played a critical role. While Cinnamon Toast Crunch focused on a few compelling and
consistent campaigns (“Crave those crazy squares”) linked
to breakfast as a consumer moment, Honey Bunches
of Oats ran multiple campaigns, each with different
messages and unclear linkages to consumption occasions.
Cinnamon Toast Crunch consistently highlighted strong
brand visual cues (blue and white colors and squares),
which were reinforced across channels, including online interactive brand content, whereas Honey Bunches
of Oats did not.

As many brands have discovered, becoming a winner
in today’s tough growth environment requires a fundamental shift in mindset. That means paying less
attention to such metrics as loyalty, spending per
basket or innovation renewal rates. Instead, brands
need to intensify their focus on one measure of success:
increased household penetration.
Becoming a brand winner also requires counterintuitive
behavior changes. For example, consumer products companies have relied on new products to fuel growth for
years. However, almost any properly supported new
product will generate sales in its introductory year. What
is harder to measure is what a company would have
gained by culling back to innovations that grow penetration and putting more resources behind existing hero
products. Winners see the value in focusing the cost and
complexity of innovation on products that grow penetration to the next level while fully supporting heroes.

Ensure broad and effective in-store presence to optimize
shopper visibility. Shoppers make 50% to 60% of their
purchase decisions in the store. Brands that ensure core
products are readily available in various sizes, formats
and price points, in as many stores as possible, with

Similarly, brand managers have long been accustomed
to regularly refreshing advertising messaging, so it’s a
big change to stick with consistent themes that reinforce
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a hero product’s distinctiveness for long periods of
time. Another behavioral shift: making the big move
from a “sales as art” approach, heavily focused on sell-in
and price-based promotions, to a “sales as a science”
strategy aimed at optimizing shopper visibility and
perfect execution.
These shifts require new ways of thinking about resources
and capabilities. As an initial step, companies should
ask five key questions:
1.

Are we measuring penetration as a key performance indicator across all functions?

2.

Have we designed the product range and innovation
plan to maximize incremental penetration?

3.

Will our advertising and promotions strategies
affordably build lasting memorability?

4.

Do we have effective processes and routines to ensure
perfect sales execution?

5.

Are we saddled with excess cost or complexity that
inhibits our ability to support scale investments in
the growth of hero products?

In an era of slowing growth, and with investor activism
at its peak, it is possible to gain enough household
penetration to join the ranks of brand winners. But it
will take the right answers to these five questions—
and unwavering focus.

1

The information contained herein is based in part on data reported by IRI through its Consumer and Shopper Insights Advantage (CSIA) service, as interpreted by Bain & Company.
The information contains estimates derived from approximately 100,000 households maintained in the National Consumer Panel™ (NCP) and is subject to general errors and statistical assumptions associated with market research.
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